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New ODK Initiates

University Graduates 263 Students Next
Week In Mid-Year Commencement
Arnholt Installed
As Senate President
By JOHN DYER

Retiring Senate Pres. Jim Galloway handed the gavel to
his vice-president, Libby Arnholt, Monday night and urged
that she carry through the program which Senate began this
semester.
Dr. Frank J. Prout introduced Trustees Alva Bachman,
E. T. Rogers, and Carl Schwyn and praised Senate for its
THE SEVEN men .tapped by ODK arm •landing. Frit. Plinke
Chief Justice Weygandt, Dr. Wilton, and Guy Smith. Kneeling an
Harry Ling, Al Cob, end Bill Day.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I work of the past semester adding
that his administration would in
the future "turn over as much
management and control as pos
sible to you." He mentioned that
while "you haven't been asked to
Kampus Kopp Dewey Harbin take over more drastic affairs
was shot five times last week and consideration was being given to
the only wounds he received were Senate handling enforcement of
in his curiosity.
the liquor regulations.
At various times five students
Mr. Galloway in reviewing the
surprised the officer by letting him ending semester listed point for
have it, then quickly fleeing with- point items that he hoped Senate
out an explanation.
would continue to work on in the
Just before the officer started a forthcoming semester. These inpersonal investigation, the mys- cluded a safety campaign, court
tery was solved by Kappa Alpha jurisdiction of car violations,
Mu, (photo honorary) President study of student morale and, with
Nils Lindquist. The KAM pldegc £ th"e Senate itself! revision of the
task was to get a shot—with Speed constitution as mentioned last
Graphic camera — of a Kampus week.
Kopp in action.
In listing Senate accomplishments Mr. Galloway reaffirmed his
pleasure at the stand taken by
Senators during the 'October incident.' He said, "This move (voting to stand for the strike principles but not the methods) did
great deal toward boosting the
Bowling Green State University standing of Student Senate ... in
has received the largest research the eyes of the student body,
grant in its history.
administration . . . and entire naThe Research Corporation has tion."
given $2,000 to the University for
The past president also menbasic research in clay adsorption tioned the establishment of the Car
by Dr. A. J, Hammer, associate Committee (now defunct), an inprofessor of chemistry at Bowling vestigating committee, sixteen apGreen.
pointments to University commit
Donor of the grant, the Research tees, and approval of seven new
Corp., is an organization chaitcred organizations.
by the State of New York to proAmong the other actions, he listvide financial impetus to research ed the Negro haircut situation
projects in physical science and about to be clarified, a suggestion
dietary diseases.
committee, study of the preferen
tial ballot and subsequent changes,
and a survey of the Commons
Special buses sponsored by which showed satisfaction of the
the Press Club will be available student body with the food.
to students wishing to go to the
President Arnholt commented
BG-Toledo game, Feb. 22 at the that she didn't feel qualified to
Sports Arena. Price of a bus speak but would do so at the end of
ticket and ticket to the game the semester when she "had accomwill be f 1.25. Sale will begin plished something to make
Feb. 6 and continue till Feb. IS. an even better Senate, if possible."

Kampus Kopp
Gets Shot

¥ ¥ ¥

Seven Men Chosen
By ODK Honorary

|

Five men were tapped Friday morning for membership I
in Omicron Delta Kappa, national leadership honorary.
Chief Justice Carl V. Weygandt of the Ohio Supreme '
Court spoke during the mid-year tap day assembly and Dr.
George Wilson was introduced as alumnus of the year.
The new members of Beta Tau Circle of ODK are Albert

Goh, Guy Smith, Bill Day, Harry
ing figures in political history, reLing, and Frit* Plinke.
They were introduced by Ken marking, "I want to remind you of
Krouse, president of the local cir- the reward that comes to men and
cle. As he read each name, the women who are willing to strive
prospective member stood in the for leadership."
aisle facing the ODK crest at the
He told the audience, "I wish to
front of the auditorium until two
actives tapped him on the shoulder congratulate you boys and girls
who hnve the privilege of attending
and escorted him to the stage.
Albert Goh, a pre-med student, it a state university which has not
from Singapore. He transferred become too large," and added that
to BG from Morningside College Bowling Green students should apwhere he participated in several preciate the fact that their profesactivities.
While here, he has sors are able to take a ptrsonal
served as president of World Stu- interest in their education because
dents Association, vice president of the site of classes is not prohibiBiology Club, and was an intra- tive to individual attention.
mural tennis champion last year.
Initiation of the new ODK memHe haa also achieved a high schobers was held Friday evening follastic standing.
lowed by a banquet at the Faculty
Guy Smith is an accounting ma- Room of the Nest.
jor from Napoleon. In addition to
The next ODK tapping will take
a high scholastic average, he served, ^^ Honon^'ta^fay
as president and treasurer of Delta I'psilim fraternity, and as vice;
president of both Book and Motor |
and A vjappella Choir.
Bill Day, editor of the Bee Gee
News, is a journalism major from
Findlay. For two years he acted
as president of Delta Sigma, men's
journalism honorary, and has held
* »%.
j-. • i
Fifteen members were initiated
several other editorial positions on lnt0
. .
_ , and
. Motor
„
...u.i...;.
Book
•vv-_. staff.
„..« u„
- scholastic
the News
He i.
is ___«,*..
a member „f
of honorary, last Sunday.
Officers
Sigma Chi fraternity, vice presifor the coming year were also electdent of Press Club, and a member
ed.
of the Student Publications ComGerald Apple, Joan Rache, Philmittee.
ip Bridgham, Beverly Ferner,
Harry Ling, also from Findlay, Marion Hampton, John Harakal,
is a chemistry major. He was hon- Mary Hirschy, Marilyn Humphrey,
ored for his high scholarship. He
Donald Leedy, Bruce Oliver, Richheld the office of president of Kap- _.
— ..
j .
_.
, ard Roesch, Michael Sarracino,
m,
pa Mu
Epsilon and is a member of1 Jamcs
,
o.tvLi
i_.. ou..<r „»J
Se M c.
Eight students and one honorary member will be inductB~O,
.„rt u,.»,
' - Stanley Shaffer, and
Book and
Motor .„A
and r.h.mi,.i
Chemical Patricia Thompson
were the initi- ed into the Sigma Honorary Society, an honorary in BusiJournal Club.
ates.
ness Administration, at a dinner meeting to be held Jan. 31
John "Frits" Plinke, Lancaster,
William S. Pampel was elected in the Falcon's Nest.
is majoring in physical education.
president of the organization; Jack
James C. Donnell II, president and general manager of
He has won three letters in basL. Myers, vice president; Pauline
ketball and served as treasurer of R. Miller, secretary; and Dr. Wal- the Ohio Oil Co. in Findlay, will be given the second honorary
Varsity Club. He is a former vice ter A. Zaugg, treasurer.
membership in the organization ates of the College of Business Adpresident of Sigma Chi fraternity.
when he comes to Bowling Green ministration of BGSU; to promote
Clyde Schulte, local ODX memto be guest speaker for the meeting. the advancement and spread of
ber, introduced Dr. Wilson as alumeducation in the science of busiHe has been
nus of the year and tapped him for
ness; and to foster principles of
chosen for his
membership in the honorary. His
honesty and integrity of business
distingui shed
selection was based on his many
practice.
ability in the
achievements, with special emphafield of b u s i Eligibility for student membersis on his college activities.
Two courses in Catholic religion, ness.
ship is limited to candidates for a
He is superintendent of the Chil- under the direction of Father F. J.
The eight
BS degree in Business Administralicothe district of the Methodist Nietfeld, will be offered during s t u d e nts who
tion who rank in the upper 10%
Church and a former president of the second semester.
have been electof their graduating class and to
the Bowling Green Alumni Associa
"The Laws and Dogmas of the ed to active
juniors to the extent of 3% of their
tion.
Catholic Church" will treat the membership in
class. From this group members
While attending BG, his accom- philosophical proofs for the exis- the hon o r a r y
are chosen at the discretion of the
plishments included election to the tence of God, creation and evolu this semester
active members of the society by
1926 senior class vice presidency, i tion, and the nature of Man. This are: Clyde B.
J. C. Donnell
a majority vote.
Schulte,
Arthur
the presidency of Book and Motor, course is open to all University
The faculty who meet the reand Debate Club, and appointment Btudenta and will meet every Tues W. Hudock, Audrey Zeisler, James quirements set down by the Societo the associate editorship of the day and Thursday afternoons at Seibel, Edmond L. Morris, Norman ty's constitution and who have
E. Meese, James W. Hemphill, and done outstanding work at the UniBee Gee News.
4 p.m. in 310A.
Chief Justice Weygandt was in"The Catholic Church in Modem Duane J. Erney.
versity or in the field of commerce
troduced by Ray Yeager, an origi- Society and Government," the secThe Sigma Honorary Society may also be elected to active memnal member of ODK when it was ond course offered primarily to was approved and became active bership.
founded here last spring.
Catholic students, will deal with at the University last June. Its
One honorary member may be
Mr. Weygandt spoke j>n the im- the problems of Communism in purpose is to encourage and re- chosen each year by the group.
portance of developing'leadership Europe and America along with ward scholarship and accomplish- Dr. F. J. Prout, who was inducted
qualities while in college.
round table discussions on court- ment in the field of business and last summer, was the first to restudies among students and gradu- ceive this honor.
He mentioned several outstand- ship and marriage.

Bowling Green
Receives Fund

Ticket Notice

Book And Motor!
Initiates Fifteen

University Trustee
Gets Business Honor

Courses Offered
By Newman Club

No. 15

A record February class will be graduated at Commencement exercises in the Main Aud., at 10 a.m. Feb. 8. Two hundred and forty-five seniors and 18 graduate students will

receive diplomas.
Dr. John Lowden Knight, president of Baldwin-Wallace
College, will deliver the Commencement address. A noted

DuttChosen Head
Of Boosters Club
For Next Term

religious educator mid speaker, Dr.
Knight has degrees from Nebraska
Wcsleyan, Drew, Boston, and Kansus Wcsleyan Universities.
An ordained Methodist minister,
he was Chancellor of Nebraska
Wcsleyan University before going
to Baldwin-Wallace. Dr. Knight
is associated with Knppa Phi and
Pi Gamma Mu.
An honorary doctor of laws degree will be awarded to Dr. R. Lincoln Long, pastor of the Collingwood Presbyterian Church in Toledo.
Dr. Long is a prominent speaker and civic worker, a member of
the Toledo Chamber of Commerce

New officers have been elected by
the Booster Club members for administering the duties of the
Booster Club during the second
semester. Roger Dutt, present cochairman of the Program Committee, was elected president and
Marilyn Peter, present chairman
of the Ways and Means Committee, was elected vice-president.
During the business meeting,
Steve Albright announced that
Booster Club dues would become
payable at the beginning of the
second semester. The dues, which
are two dollars, should be paid to
Steve Albright at the Kappa Sigma House or at any of the Booster
Club meetings.
Suggestions were also discussed
during the meeting for publishing^
pamphlets on sports and the activities of the Booster Club. It was
suggested that pamphlets relating
to the historical background and
present activities of each athlete
Dr. Knight
Dr. Long
could be distributed at some of the and the Civic Affairs Committee of
lesser publicized sporting events to
help arouse the spirit of the spec- the Toledo Council of Churches.
He has been at the Collingwood
tators.
Church since 1918.
The total of graduates by colcolleges is: 83 in Business Administration, 89 in Education, and
73 in Liberal Arts.

Alpha Phi Omesa
Plans Bookstore

Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity, announced that it
will operate the Used Book Store
from Thursday, Jan. 26, to Saturday, Feb. 11, in the Ad Bldg. It
will be open from 0 to 12 a.m. and
1 to 4 p.m. during that period.
In conjunction with the sale of
books hte organization will also
conduct a campaign to provide
books for overseas universities and
libraries t h rough CARE. Any
books contributed to the drive will
be sold either here or elsewhere and
the money alloted to the purchase
of foreign language publications
to be sent to Europe.
Special instructions in connection with either the Used Book
Store or the CARE campaign will
be posted on all bulletin boards
around campus.
John Dyer, project chairman,
emphasized that all unsold books
from the Book Store will be returned unless designated for
CARE.

SCF Schedules
Religious Classes
The Student Christian Fellowship will sponsor a series of noncredit classes in religious instruction beginning Feb. 8.
Rev. 1! i ill is Hayward, M.A., a
graduate of Yale Divinity School,
and Miss Marjorie Ice, M.A., Columbia University, will be the instructors of the classes which will
meet every Monday and Wednesday at 10 a.m. in 200A.
The basic study which the classes will be concerned with are the
outline and teachings of the Hebrew
heritage, life and teachings of
Jesus Christ, the main themes of
the New Testament, and the question—What is the Bible?
The classes are open to any student enrolled at Bowling Green
and all those interested are invited
to fill out a registration blank at
the SCF office by Jan. 26.
There will be no fees connected
with the course.

Advertisers Plan
Annual Exams
Interviews Set
The American Association of
Advertising Agencies will hold its For Job Seekers

annual examinations for Advertising at Cleveland on Feb. 18 and 26.
These tests are designed to
gauge students' advertising aptitude and ability; they have been
compiled by specialists in personnel testing.
As in the past, a $16 fee will be
charged to cover the cost of the
examination.
Information concerning these
examinations may be obtained from
Prof. John Davidson, 307A, or Mr.
Andrew Meld rum. Chairman,
A A A A Examination Committee,
1220 Huron Road, Cleveland.

8tudent Health Plan
The Student Medical Reimbursement Plan is available foe. the second semester to all students not
who covered. The cost of the insurance is $6.60 per semester.
Purpose of the Plan is for the
payment of all medical and hospital bills in excess of the coverage
offered by the Student Health
Plan.

Miss Esther Norland, camp director of the Girl Scouts of Dayton and Montgomery County, will
be at the University, Feb. 28, to
talk to applicants interested in
summer jobs.
Appointments for interviews will
be at half hour intervals from 1-6
p.m. Those interested may register for an appointment in the Student Employment Office, 201A,
from 9-12 a.m. and 1-4 p.m. on
school days.
Positions are available for staff
members trained in fine arts, music, dramatics, modern dancing,
and swimming. Two or three married couples are also needed to
serve on the staff.
Both men and women should be
prepared to lead a camp activity.
Men usually fulfill jobs of handyman, conservationalist, nature
counselor, or swimming director.
Women either lead a camp program activity, serve as nurse, dietitian, or work in the kitchen.
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KAMPUG KOPP "TICKET THICKET"

Keep. Ot %...
Student Senate is losing one of its better presidents when
Jim Galloway is graduated next week. We feel that the Senate
this semester has accomplished a great deal despite the many
handicaps forced upon it. Thrust into the spotlight as one of the
big issues in a strike that was caused by nothing other than student dissatisfaction with the car rules, the Senate under Galloway's patient leadership proved that it was capable of handling
student legislative matters in a responsible manner.
Much of the trouble with our Senate in the past has been
with the students themselves because they have never taken the
trouble to make this body function correctly. After the October
incident, student attendance was high but then it began to lag
and now is not much better than in former years. With or without this student Interest, the Senate has accomplished a great
deal but much more is still to be done.
Beginning next semester a new president will take over at
Student Senate. We hope that this change of officers will not
detract in any way from the work done in the past and the work
that is to be done in the future. We will be watching closely the
work of the Senate next semester and hope that we will be able
to say the same thing about the new president at the end of next
semester as we have said this time of Mr. Galloway.
Lost Your Laundry?

Science Building Progresses;
New Plan Eliminates Odors

Undemocratic ???
Sororities and fraternities are reported to have a dangerous
influence on college students, according to a recent magazine
article by Mrs. Glenn Frank, widow of the former president of the
University of Wisconsin. These organizations, she claims, are
providing a complete "undemocratic" caste system through their
process of choosing members.
This seems to be a claim that is put forth as regularly as
has been the statement that the world Is going to the dogs, and
with about as much effect.
It seems that when a person reaches a certain time in his or
her life he begins to look at the younger generation with raised
eyebrows and comes up with the profound statement that the
future for the coming youngsters could result In nothing but
complete disaster if there isn't a "changing of ways." For some
unbelievable reason though, the world continues to move ahead
and those rash kids somehow seem to survive.
Mrs. Frank, In her article, states that the process of screening
Greek members is undemocratic. She does not take into
consideration that the individual definitely has something to
say In deciding whether he or she wants to belong to a group
and to which one.
If belonging to a fraternity or sorority is undemocratic because it Is limited in number, then any organization that does
not include the whole nation is against the principles of this country. And as long as human beings are human (and it seems
from where we sit this will be the case for a few years to come,
at least) there are always going to be people who like some
persons better than others, which will result in the forming of
small groups and clubs as "un-American" as it seems.

Large Audience Hears Orchestra
Fnbien

Sevitsky

Indianapolis
before

i

conducted

Symphony

the| No. 73 In D Major," "The Hunt,"

Orchestral by

Haydn;

Strauss' "Death

And

nciir-cniiucity

audience Transfiguration,"; Ravel's "Mother Goose Suite;" and Hindemith's
Sunday niKht in the Men's (iym.
An enthusiastic reception was S y m phonic Metamorphosis On
Themes Of Carl Maria Von WebnlTcrcil by the audience as it de- er," comprised the selections for
manded and received two encores'. the program.
from the 85-pioce orchestra before
Kneore numbers were: "The
it left for Indianapolis.
| Flight Of The Bumble Bee" by
"Prelude And Fugue In F Min-j Rimsky Korsnkov and Wagner's
or," by Uach-Zador; "SymphonyI Overture to Act II, "Lohengrin."

"Menagerie' Closes
5-Day Performance
By JIM ANDERSON

A little bit of St. Louis was in town last week as Tennessee Williams' "The Glass Menagerie" wound up a successful 5-day run Saturday night at the Gate Theatre.
Skillfully directed and staged by Patricia Bertodatto and
John Hepler, Williams' tragedy had Evalee Smith as the tooloving, domineering mother of Laura and Tom Wingfield,
played by Colette Moran and Eugene Reynolds, whose additional
narration set the play's back- Foofnofes:
ground and lent coherency
throughout.
The story revolves about the shy

The owner of * mailing cat*
full of laundered clothes that it
milting its addreia card and
postmark, may have tame upon
proper identification of the caae
at the University branch post
office.

As work progresses on the first unit of the Physical Science Bldg., one of the most interesting features proves to be
the ventilation system.
*
All bad publicity for the chemistry department, formerly spread by objectionable smells of reacting chemicals, will
be eliminated by the new ventilating machines.

In the next few weeks grades
conversation

among

students.

Wherever students gather, in the
dormitories,

the

Nest,

the

Well,

the University Club, the Dairy Bar,
or

Unkhnrts, grades will

cussed.

be dis-

It therefore seems appro-

Designed to remove odor-filled priate that with the last issue of
air at a rate in excess of 2,500,000 the semester, a few words should
be said about grades.
cubic feet per hour, the system will
Most students
be one of the greatest contributors
classify grades
lo pleasant working conditions for
into three categ o r ies.
These
undergraduate students. Ventilatare: Grades for
William Staffer pleaded guilty ing equipment capacities will be
a
purpose;
last week in Student Court to the
Copies of the BEE GEE NEWS charge of parking in the visitors' considerably in excess of minimum!
Grades as a cusrequirements, a chemistry detom,
and Grades
require six cents postage when zone by the Circle. Due to the fuct
purinient spokesman said.
without m i- a i.
mailed first class, in scaled en- he did not have a new map ami
Laboratory tables in the new lab
ing.
Individual
I didn't see the sign, he brought the
velnpes, reminded Paul Shepard,
will be piped for such necessities
students have
case to court. He was fined $1.
manager of the University branch
their own parAlso lined $1 for parking in the us distilled water, oil-free compost office.
ticular views on
visitors' zone was Harold Rich- pressed air, new-type vucuum sysRecently letters containing copies mond.
the subject and
He based his not guilty tem, and certain chemicals and
of the NEWS have been returned plea on the fact that his job neces- gasei used in special work. This
by the end of
to the post office because of insult]-, 8Jtatcd ,lim ,„ fim, „
,uce to manner of distributing directly to I their freshman year have placed
ick
cient postage. With no return ad- park in order to get to class on the student his experiment needs! themselves in one of the above
dresses, they have created an in- time.
will speed up laboratory proee-! categories.
convenience and have been placed
The first group is composed of
Mrs. Richard Sauderberg's case .Inns considerably.
ill the dead letter file.
was dismissed because as a nurse
General building plans huve been 'those students who need frades for
on emergency duty she was forced developed around a chemical store- a purpose.
These purposes vary.
to park in an assigned area.
room as the center of activity. All There are the professional stularge laboratories will be grouped dents such as pre-med, pre-law,
around the storuge spuce to make pre-dental, who must have high
The University is advertising
immediate deliveries of supplies to grades to be accepted in a profor bids for the beating plant addistudents.
All men intrreilcfl in trying
fessional school. Also to be placed
tion.
The bids are to be sent to the out for Men's GUe Club for
Where possible this manner of in this class are education stunext irnip»trr should contact
Adjutant General'! office .n Columplanning has been carried out in dents who realise that better
Dr. J. Paul Kennedy at the
bus. The deadline has been set as
all aspects of building. Equipment teaching jobs usually go to those
music department.
Feb. 27.
to be installed was the first con- with the highest grades, other
sideration in planning the new qualifications being secondary.
building.
By building uround the Another small group of students
available equipment, especially the that can be placed in this first
larger pieces, the structure will as classification are those who keep
closely as possible approach a com- their grades at a high level with
pletely functional design.
the knowledge that a slip in grades
will stop the fat weekly check
Features which have been decidthat comes from home.
ed upon include floor coverings
made of a new composition materThe second group—grades as a
ial which is designed to give high custom — is overcrowded. This
resistance to chemicals.
There group includes all people who know
will be little possibility of damage they don't need a 3.0 for any
to floors by accidentally spilled special reason but keep above
chemicals.
a 2.0 because it is considered rePossibilities for more complicat- spectable. These are the students
ed experimental apparatus will be wh» wait until the night before an
provided in a 2-story chase con- exam to begin studying and do
structed into the building.
Stu- only the amount of work required
dents wishing to build 2-story high to get a passing grade and no
piles of bottles, bunscn burners, more. Some critics of this group
anil other equipment will find this say that those people have no incentive but I must disagree bechase fully adequate.
Space is also provided for a com- cause it appears as if these are the
plete shop in which the construc- people that keep the campus social
tion and repair of special equip- circles going which to the average
student is quite important.
It is
RECENT INITIATES of Kappa Alpha Mu, national photography ment will be made.
Mechanical equipment housed in also apparent that this group is
honorary. Seated, left to right are Janet Dunson, Patricia Hofmann,
the most well-adjusted of the three.
Marjorie Twyford, and Nancy Nelson.
Back row, left to right, the new building is not only intend, cd for the chemistry department But whether those students shall
huiene Fenn, Jack Dyer, and John Durniak. The initiation ceremony,!.,, ... ...
... •
. _
but also the physics department ever accomplish anything outstandwas conducted by Nils Lindquist, president.
which will eventually occupy the ing is quite doubtful.

Use Six Cents
To Mail NEWS

From

The

Docket. . .

Bids Advertised

Tryouts

Initiates of Photo Honorary

Durniak Confesses Sins In Swan Song

and crippled Laura, whose only escape from a condescending world is
her collection of small glass ani- By JOHN DURNIAK
mals, or literally, her "glass menaThere comes a time in every colgerie."
lege man's life—unless he is a
She is pitied by both her mother
professor, instructor, etc—when he
and brother, but to different degrees. The former would trap a must leave college (with or withhusband for her. Tom would offer out a degree).*' The last time I
no solution, but would himself get checked on the odds, I was favored
away from all the nagging, all the
by a nice margin to leave this inadvice of a doting parent.
Subsequent scenes find the Gen- stitution honorably.
Newspaper men love writing
tleman Caller, played by Robert
Sullivan, unsuccessfully attempt- swan songs.
Newspaper boys—
ing to restore Laura's confidence like myself — are no exceptions.
in herself and Tom finally running
Before I drop from the pages of
off to the Merchant Marine.
Failure to arrange her daugh- the BEE GEE NEWS Into oblivion, I'd like to apologize for wasting
ter's marriage is, in the mother's
eyes, catastrophic, and she is re- the time of the few people who
signed to futility.
Tom, at the read my atuff. I APOLOGIZE.
A university is a swamp of
play's end, though far from home,!
still cannot escape the memories I quicksand that absorbs students'
mistakes and still keeps a stable
that bind him to his family.
The journalism deAppropriate mood music com- appearance.
bined with unusual lighting effects partment marsh and foreign language
quagmire
have pulled in
gave the production an atmosphere
of realism as striking as the in- some of my dillies. The political
dividual portrayals accompanying science and history department—
them.
Each member of the pro- some of my dillies. The Political
duction staff deserves special com- science and history department—
mendation for his or hei particular honorable discharge and all—have
plucked their share, also.
The
effort.

by BILL DAY
are going to be the main topic of

By JOHN CHAPMAN

1

Read If And
Weep . .

English gang can testify for my
originality in spelling. And thank
you biology department for proving to me with scientific methods
that man is not the lowest form of
animal.
And roommates. I believe that
there should be a special college
staff to supervise tossing people
into rooms with some logic behind
it. One roommate can have more
influence on an individual than
an army of educators.
Capman,
Streibig, Lupton, Abasia, Albury,
Lindquists, McCollum, — all leave
their marks, academic and otherwise, on me. Each had a definite
interest that differed from the othEach helped me to become
era.
more-liberal and observant.
Uf friends.
I'd like to be able
to pick up the student directory
and say, "Everyone was a friend
of mine, but time interfered with
our becoming great buddies." This
is my third university and the
friendliest of them all.
Girls, thank you also.
(I'll say
no more because everytime I open
my mouth, I put my foot in it).
I'm beginning to choke up as my
memories battle for first place in

retrospection.

building when the second unit is
completed.
Coordination of the requirements
of the chemistry department with
the design of the building have
been the responsibility of Dr. W.
Hall, professor of chemistry.

The time n:y sexy

column was bannca; an underground newspaper thut never saw
the light of day; the 12-part harmony songs at the quarry; the
books that caused me to revolt
from academicness; journalism
classes overflowing with life, and
wit; the sensational Student Senate story I never got—accomplishments and frustrations that will
probably get bigger, better, and
more humorous as 1 grow older.
The greatest BGSU events for
me were the car-ban rule and the
student strike.
(1 watched the
strike story come into the Toledo
Blade office on the teletype machine while doing my practice journalism.
I had no part.)
I was
disappointed that a student body
could not be moralized by means
of the class room. I was sorry to
see an illogical movement laughed
at from one end of the nation to
the other.
Last week Dr. Nordmann gave
me the theme for my swan song
when he said, "Durniak, you may
get a degree next week, but you
still don't know anything."
Doctor, I agree.

Notice
This will be the last issue of
the NEWS for this semester.

Bee Qee Alew4.

The last group is the most interesting. The sine of this group
is small but rapidly gaining followers as it Is a relatively new
school of thought. These students
have been called everything from
liberals to revolutionists bat the
group continues to grow.
The
basic idea of this class is that
grades aren't worth the paper they
are written on.
This may come
as a shock to some who have not
given too much thought to the
subject bnt further consideration
is necessary.

The adherents of this school say
that it is impossible to grade according to individual ability, grades
Aaaodcrted Collegiate Preea
are not a true picture of an indiNational AdrerUalng Sendee
vidual's potentiality, grades are
nothing but an outdated custom,
Subscription bj mod]
11.25 on. neetoi J2.5S pel rear
and professors cannot possibly
Published weekly. encept during vocation grade objectively at all times. I
periods, by Bowling Qreen Itate
don't know what the future of this
UalTermlrr students
group will be but already they
EDITORIAL STAFF
have succeeded in having satisfac1111 DOT
Editor-In-Chl.1 tory and unsatisfactory replace the
old latter grading in many instancSigma Chi House
1U11
es. This group will certainly wartab India .
Managing: Editor rant close watching in the future.
Duane Zumbruna
Assistant Idlio.
I imagine that every student can
John aQdabough
Asslstant taller
lack Baylor
— Soon. Editor place himself in one of these above
John Durniak
reature Editor three groups. The important thing
Kancr Kelson
Social Editor to remember is that some men who
mis Hedonist
photography MUe> never received an A in college are
Russell BH
Faculty 'Adviser making $25,000 a year and others
■U SINUS STAFF
who made straight A's are earning
Us Orubo
Bllsfcmi Manager
Bob Hslsoe
Used Adrernslea Manage, $50,000 which proves exactly
nothing.
Donald Ledvhsa._

CLUB NEWS

Sigma Chi Officers

"?<&• Abo* WlatfL"
by NANCY NOON

PSI CHI
P»i Chi, national psychology
honorary met Jan. 19 to hear the
guest speaker for the evening
whom was Miss Adeline McClelland of the Speech Department.
Her talk was on "Cerebral Palsy."
The next meeting of Pai Chi will
be Feb. 2.

SELF-APPOINTED CRITIC'S AWARD

Laud and praise to the University Theatre for its polished
production of "The Glass Menagerie." Convincing acting plus
Tennessee Williams' natural dialogue and fast-moving plot kept
the audiences spellbound at all six performances.
The staging of the play deserves special comment. Particularly effective was the device of flashing a light on the picture of
the father whenever some reference was made to him. And the
background music was a big factor in establishing mood and
atmosphere. Why is it used so seldom in stage plays?
CLEVER COMMENT BY KEN KROUSE

At the ODK assembly Friday, Pres. Ken Krouse introduced
Ray Yeager as "a man who rises above me in many ways." If
this seemed puzzling before, it didn't after Ray stood up—there's
a difference of a foot or more in their heights.
NOTES IN THE MAILBOX

Several engagements popped up in the week's mail.
Wayne Foreman is engaged to Anne Ouinn and Woody
Schwartz to Kathy Metzinger. Likewise Bill Nye and grad Kathy
Willyard, Marilyn Pepple and Jim Noel, La Verne, Finney and
Bill Avery, and Rudy Marijanovich and Clevelander Pauline
Shaw.
ine Ayers and Bob MacKenzie, Mary Lyons and Tom Evans,
Bebe Halpem of U. of Minnesota to former BG cheerleader, Nate
Brenner, and Mary Lee Wegman to Ken Francis.
Best wishes to Dave Weis and Emma Lou Rubloff who will
be married Feb. 4 at St. Aloysius Church in BG.
TRUE BLUES

The Alpha Gam's could have carried the pre-exam theme
of their Saturday night dance a little further and called it the
"Bookworm Bawl."
FORWARD FALCONS—AND HIT THOSE HIGH NOTES

Seems as how the Falcon bus broke down in Kentucky during the A Cappella tour, the choir members went over a few
songs in a nearby building while repairs were being made.
A citizen passing by noticed the Orange and Brown bus,
heard the voices, and exclaimed, "That's the singingest basketball team I ever heard ofl"
WE GOT PLENTY OF SOMETHING

John Radabaugh remarks caustically that even if Bowling
Green is lacking in some things, it sure has plenty of weather.
STORE STORY

John Mires, of the Journalism Department, is gloating modestly over new son Craig Allen who arrived Dec. 26. Plans for
Craig's future are uncertain, but it is expected that he will start
his apprenticeship as a llnotypist early next fall.
And Mr. and Mrs. Bob Dwyer are pretty proud of their New
Year's Day baby, Mary Christine.

Classified Ads
LOST: IJHIVS while jrold Hulura
wrist watch, Jan. 11. un rnmpua. Keluru lo l>r. I'rout'a Office. Rewanl
N.-niiHii'iiini value.
1*08 SALE: I.eivt'ui.ort. «5; waih
In** inaclilni'. $15. Both In good condillou. Contact R. Wb.ntlcy. miriT
nlty Apurimcnl SI
KOR RKNT: Ruom for men iM-cond
-iiiifMtT
Private bath, private entrance, near campus. Inquire at 60ft
t'lOURh St.
FOR SALE: Wistlnirhouse automat
ic Iron, heat texteil. $3.00. Contact Mrs.
George Stewart, 127 .'aimer Ave.
I'lione 3508.

PICTURED ABOVE era Milton Raup, former Sigma Chi Field
Secretary; Hugh Price, chapter adviser; Paul Kaufman, Grand Praetor; and Ed Meredith, chapter president. These men were present at
the recent Sigma Chi initiation banquet.

Writer Says Greek Groups
Becoming More Influental
Sororities and fraternities are reported to be wielding
a more dangerous influence on college campuses today than
ever before, according to the results of a recent investigation
made by Mrs. Glenn Frank, widow of the former president
of the University of Wisconsin and a former sorority member. Mrs. Frank's report appeared in the February issue of
Pageant Magazine.
Warning that sororities and fraternities are promoting a "com
plete un-American, undemocratic
caste system." Mrs. Frank charges
that the fraternity and sorority
practice of screening applicants
for membership on the basis of income, religion, and social position
is responsible for innumerable personal tragedies.
She disagrees with those who
brush away failure to make a fraternity with the excuse "That's
life," and points out that the ingredients for success in life—ability, courage, and industry— are
not considered in selecting new fraternty members.
Mrs. Frank reports that fraternties and sororities practice religious discrimination by setting
quotas for Catholic students and
banning Jews. As a result, she
says, Jewish students have been
forced to form their own groups,
thus creating segregation on the
campus.

BRIEF COVERS
Dress-Up Your Term Papers
A ROYAL PORTABLE—Makes Better School Marks
YOUR EVERY NEED IN PAPER AND SUPPLIES WILL BE FOUND HERE ....

Bridge Winners
Are Announced
Twenty-one couples attended tirst
regular session of the Duplicate
Bridge Club Friday night, .Inn. 20.
A Mitchell movement was used,
and the following winning couples
were established: 1st place— N-S,
Dr. and Mrs. Karnes. K-W. Krost
and Stimpson; 2nd place—N-S,
Winn and Sturdevunt, K-W; Dohm
and Caldwell; ,'lrd place — N-S,
Steward and Dunn, K-W, Lynch
and Stover.
Following the evening's play, an
organization meeting was held.
An executive committee was elected, composed of Bob Stewart, Pat
Winn. and Klse Peterson.
Mr.
Coash was chosen director ami Mrs.
steidtmann as assistunt director,

175 N. Main Ph. 9591

SEE THE NEW—
1950 DODGE or the 1950 PLYMOUTH
at

GOEBEL MOTORS
246 S. Main

OFFICER AND NAVIGATOR
In this era of long range

COMPLETE RENTAL AND REPAIR SERVICE
FOR ALL MAKES OF TYPEWRITERS

flights, the role of the
navigator has become increasingly important.
The U. S. Air Force

(Republican (Phtkk
"Complete Office Outfitters"
. 134 East Wooster
Phone 5721

now offers new opportunities to young college,
men between the ages of
20 and 26 }4 who are single and can
qualify for such training.
If you can meet the high physical and
educational standards (at least two yean

CAMPUS
Watch Repair

This Week's Feature

Have your watch timed free
of charge on the Paulson
Time-O-Graf. 48 hour service on watch repairs. All
work guaranteed.
Bob Rood, Mgr.

of college), and are selected, you can be
among the first to attend the new oneyear navigator training course at Elling-

526 E. Wooster St.

STEAK SANDWICH WITH

ton Air Force Base near Houston, Texas.
A new class begins each month!

Trousers
Sweaters
Wool Shirts
— SPECIAL —
Cashmere
Sweaters... $11.95
$2.95 All Wool
Hose
_. . $1.95
LEHMAN'S

You'll be an Aviation
Cadet! And, you'll receive the best available
training — including 184
hours in the new T-29
"Flying Classroom."
Then, graduation! You'll
win your wings as a
navigator . . . and a
commission as • Second Lieutenant in
the Air Force. After a 30-day leave
with pay, you'll be ready for challenging
assignments as navigator with one of the
famous commands in the U. S. Air
Force. Your office will be the "front
office" of mighty bombers or long-range
transports!
Be among the first to win your wings as
a U. S. .Air Force navigator under the
new navigator training program—be a
key man pn the Air Force team I

PICKLE AND CHIPS
Ah Force officer procurement teams tre visiting many colleges end universities
to explain these career opportunities. Watch for their arrival—or get full
details at your nearest Air Force Base, U. S. Army and V. S. Air Force
Recruiting Station, or by writing to the Chief of Staff, U. S. Air Force,
Attention: Avistion Cadet branch, Washington 21, D. C. ,

35c
ALSO:

LEHMAN'S
20% off on entire
stock of—

Phone 3961

NEW career opportunities for you
in the U. S. AIR FORCE as an

•>

GAMBLES

SCF
Glcndon Steele. assistant professor of English, will present the
second of a series of talks on Personalities of the New Testament
during Chapel Hour at 4 p.m. today
in the Main Aud.
Open house will be held at the
BIOLOGY CLUB
Biology Club will have a business Hollis Hayward home, 233 North
meeting tonight at 7 in 11 IS. Prospect St., at 8 p.m. Friday.
Those planning to attend are asked
Movies will be shown.
to sign up at the SCF Office.
RIFLE CLUB
Cornell University's rifle team
Registrar's
will compete against the Falcon
team tonight in a "postal" match.
Announcement
The Cornell team will shoot at its
own Ithaca, N. Y. range while the
All students nay complete
Falcon squad will tire on its own registration and pay feet for
range.
the second semester on the folAfter the match, the two teams lowing deles: Jen. 26, 27, 30,
will contact each other to compare 31, Feb. 6. or 7. Students failscores. Judges will be at each uni- ing to register before 4 p.m.
versity to compute the points.
on Feb. 7 will be assessed e $5
Bowling (ireen Kifle Team was fine.
victorious over the University
Grades mey be picked up in
team last Thursday night on the the Rec Hell from 8 to 12 a.m.
range below the PA Bldg., 140G Feb. 6, in 115A from 1 to 4
points to 1229. Mary Garret was p.m. Feb. 6, or from 8 a.m. to
high scorer for the University 4 p.m. Feb. 7.
squad with 2f>9 points out of a posAny change in sections due
sible 300.
to failing grades, employment,
or anything else, must be comROTC
pleted on Feb. 8 or 7, subject
Gen. Francis G. Brink, com
mnnding general of the Ohio Mili- to a $3 fine if chenges are made
tary District, inspected the Bowling after Feb. 7.
Green branch of the ROfC last
In case of failure in eny subThursday. He inspected installa- ject, student* are instructed to
tions, records, and classes.
report to their adviser from 10
The general, whose headquarters to 11:30 a.m. or from 2 to 3:30
is Fort Hayes, was accompanied by p.m. on Feb. 6 or 7.

1

SPORTING GOODS
shop at

Colonel Lamarche, ROTC instructor at Toledo.

HOME MADE PIES
- AND SOUPS
«on

tfttivc-H
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m
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Whet fnends Meet and "Repeat'
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ONLY THE BEST CAN BE
AVIATION CADETSI

L

1 1

IT'S ALL GREEK

BOBBIE HERBERT
A banquet held at the Women's
Club Jan. 15 mini the initiation
ceremonies for 11 new members of
Sigma Chi.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Kaufman,
Grand Praetor, Ohio Province;
Milton E. Raup, former national
field secretary of Sigma Chi; Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh B. Price, alumni
adviser; Dr. and Mrs. Frank C.
Ogg; Dr. and Mrs. Frank G. Mcserve; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mathias; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bavis;
and Mrs. C. I. Smith were guests
ut the dinner.
The II new initiates arc Vern
Faublc, Jerry Barnes, Gene Fenn,
Norm Burden, Gene R u g g 1 e s ,
Chuck Gabriel, Ken Kisselle, Ray
Florian, Jim Jarvis, King Mathews,
and Bob Conschafter.
Ken Kisselle was honored with
presentation of the outstanding
pledge award.
PARTIES
The DKLTs had a "Hard Times"
party in the Lab School gym Saturday night from 8:30 to 12. The
music was supplied by records and
the "Delt Combo." Kntertainment
\vu« presented and included an
audience participation program and
a "Private Eye" adaptation.
The ALPHA TAU OMEGAs
had a house party Friday night.
As an admission fee, each couple
was required to present one of its
favorite records, providing music
for dancing later in the evening.
The ALPHA CHI OMKCA
pledges, with the aid of Ted
Kisselle and Norm Burden, SIGMA
CHIs, entertained the actives after
dinner Wednesday night.

i i

BARBARA TOMEY
ALPHA CHI OMEGAs held their
all-campus dance Saturday night,
Jan. 14, in the Women's Gym. The
theme of the dance waa "Pink
CHI NEWS
Champagne."
The BETA SIGs are proudly
sporting their new great dane puppy, Hamlet, who at present weighs
120 pounds.
Six pledges were installed into
ZBT on Saturday, Jan. 14. A banquet was held at the University
Club following the installation.
Merle R. Kazdin, University
Heights, O., received a trophy as
the outstanding peldge. The new
actives are: Merle Kazdin, Richard Kadvon, Ronald Rose, William
Sinnreich, Joseph Heiman, and Jay
Auslander.
Nine pledges were initiated into
BETA SIGMA Monday evening
following a week-end trip to, several Phi Kappa I'si chapters in surrounding states. The men were:
Don Bartrip, Wally Loo, Bob
Brown, Bill Ritchie, Bob Whalely.
Lylc Srhielrer, Dale Quelthorst,
Dick Kelly, and Chuck Sherman.
Monday evening, Jan. 0, DELTA
UPSILON initiated its charter
pledge class. The new actives of
DELTA UPSILON are: Robert
Alberts, Jack Klietz, Robert Pine,
David Guest, George Waldner,
Harold Protsman, Carol Mundi,
Edward Delanty, Benoit Schneider,
Jack Jadel, Ramon Marshall, und
Richard Bennett.
I'IKA officers for second semester are: Rick Kleinbeck, president;
Bob Ernst, vice president; K. K.
Moorehead, treasurer; and Jerry
Henderson, secretary.

DONS AND HELEN'S
CAFETERIA
$5.50 MEAL TICKETS FOR $5.00
SEE AND CHOOSE
YOUR FOOD ....

"Crescent Mood'
Heads Weekend

Official
Announcement

Zerone and Zerex, the best
CLOSED MONDAYS

Who Asked You?

"Never speak unless you're spokCrescent Mood, the semester's
This column will h«r*aftor contain an- en to," is the golden rule followed
last dance, will be sponsored by nouncement! affecting Ihe ■tudent body. by the animals at the Science Bldg.
Ignored daily by hundreds of stuGamma Phi Beta this Saturday,
Wivci of married veterans will dents, the BEE GEE NEWS decidJan. 28. The dance will be held
under the light of a crescent moon not receive Ac Cards beginninf ed to shatter the silence by asking
in the Women's Bldg. from 9 to next semester. Due to several them, "Does college life bore you?"
12. Music is by Vern Walters.
mivupi that have occured in past
"No, in fact, its even more inJean Stiffney is general commit- years Ac Cards will be issued to teresting than the jungle," said
tee chairman and Jo Schiermyer
Benny the bathe husbands only and will be
heads the decoration committee.
boon.
Social Committee is planning stamped in such a manner as to
"H oo ton diFriday night's disc dance which differentiate them from the reguvided the upper
will follow the movie, "The Web." lar cards.
animals into
Saturday night "Lloyds"of Lonmen, apes, and
• * •
don" is scheduled.
morons but he
February graduates who deforgot o classiFuture Broadcasts
sire a copy of the 1949-50 yearfy students and
professors. I'm
bookshould report tt> the KEY
Depend On Students Office any Tuesday or Thursday
never bored because I've been
Baboon
Future broadcasts of Falcon from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m., pay
sitting here for
road games will depend entirely
upon the support of the students, $2.05, and make out a shipping years analyring their actions and
F. E. Bcatty, director of services, label. The KEY will be for- some day I'll find a category for
warded to them when they be- them.
announced this week.
"Plain people with tails would
"At present the expenditures come available next spring.
make monkeys look human, but
and income arc about even, but if
profs and students got me
attendance at the Commons drops
All women students interest- stumped."
we will have to discontinue the
ed
in
rushing
can
register
in
It's boring for me before and
long-distance hook-ups," he stated.
The admission fees charged at the the Dean of Women's Office on after the football season," said
Feb.
8
and
B
from
9
to
12
and
Bosco the bear.
Commons is the only income whicn
1 to 3 p.m. Registration fee "But during the
supports the enterprise.
is
$.50.
season.
I'm
Mr. Beatty revealed that the bas• * *
king.
ketball broadcasts cost heavily in
Classes for the second semes"Football is a
spite of the simplicity of producing
rough, tough
them. The overhead includes ex- ter begin at 8 a.m. on Wedgame and that's
penses for one student announcer nesday, Feb. 8.
the way we
• • *
and one engineer, and the toll
Men students at least 21 years bears like to
charges on a long-distance teleof
age
and
intending
to
bring
play. I've got
phone line.
The BG-Western Kentucky tilt in automobiles on campus next se- relatives in Chimester
for
the
first
time,
should
cago that love
Mr. B.ar
Cleveland on Feb. U is next on the
broadcast schedule and, according make initial application for regis- the sport — we
call
them
the
Chicago
Bears.
tration
in
the
Dean
of
Students'
to Mr. Beatty, this could be the de"I hibernate when basketball and
ciding game as to whether future Office now. Window stickers will
roud games will be piped back to not be issued until the beginning baseball are around."
of the second semester, and then
"Yes, but," siucl Gladys the goat
the campus.
only to car owners who success- and we interrupted her hurriedly.
Knit BALK; llmineliiilil rnrnlinre— fully meet the registration require(Once a goat
-.1 low. Bee .\i • -■■ in|.i— II. Apt. K-2. ments.
gets an opening
mm Inn- liefiiri' l-Yh. 1
for a 'but' you
can't stop him
or her).
BATTERIES, TIRES AND ACCESSORIES
"If there's
one thing a goat
LUBRICATION . . . QUICK BATTERY
can't stand, it's
another goat.
When exams arCHARGING . . . TIRE REPAIRING AND
rive, I'm just
one of the
Mr.. Goat
MOTOR TUNE UP.
crowd and am
completely bored."
"College life is i bed of roses
GET YOUR ANTIFREEZE HERE
compared to what we once had,"

that money can buy

.

SERENADES
Angle Palermo, KAPPA DELTA, pinned to Hank Beck PI KAPPA ALPHA, was serenaded Jan.
111.
Helen Mueller sang their
favorite song, "I Can Dream, Can't
I?", after the fraternity serenade.
The KAPPA SIGs serenaded

.

117 North Main

ALDRICH
Phone 5001

SERVICE
435 East Wooster St.

VALENTINE GIFTS
APPROVED BY
DAN CUPID

BM*ck.,UNPmlm,L*M«lUitor, Inspection Srt^rw Hospital Is Planned
H.mam /Ma<io« Sp»,k.r
Tonnrrow for Fo|> Com.uunhyiColgale

said Sally the
skunk
and
Spike, her mate,
agreed.
"The odor of
c h e m i c als —
formaldeh y d e
and such — fills
this bu i 1 d i n g
and makes for
a pleasant surrounding. OthMr. Skunk
er b u i 1 d i n g s
with B.O. (building odor) have a
ways to go before they top this
place."
"I am writing
a history of
necking," said
the goose, "and
I'm the one that
can do it, too.
"Nature and
the car rule
have given me
plenty to work
with.
Who's
Mr. Goo.e
bored!"
"I have been 'til now," said the
mountain lion as he jumped for a
piece of Dane
Barber's plump
leg. Bribing
him with a
piece of bologna,
we saved the
leg.
"For years
I've been standing with my
mouth open like
I hnd lockjaw.
Mr. Cougar
People put
words, cigarettes, and cups in my
mouth. I hate it. I swore the
first chance I had to use my mouth
it would be on some smart alecstudent's leg.
This strange four readed animal
is the Stulfedshirt. Not one of the
rare species in
the animal kingdom, but interesting, to say
the least.
His
only -comment
was:
Head one:
"Hear no evil."
Head two:
"Speak no evil."
Head three:
"See no evil."
Head four:
"I make up for
the other three."
ED. NOTE:
This la the last
column by John
D o r n i a k and
Nils Lindquist
that will appear
in the NEWS
because of the
strange student
Stuffed Shirta
e a t i ng animal
called "graduation." The Durniak-Lindquist team
has been responsible for some of
the best and worst pieces and pictures to make the columns of this
paper.
Readers may take their
choice of opinions; we have ours.

G & MDRUGS

FOR THAT

'TOM" READY, Pharmacist Proprietor

SNACK
INSIST ON

New "Anti-Histamine" Drugs
STOP COLDS

Ask for il tithtr way ... iolh
trade-marks mean the tame thini-

In Hamilton, New York, the lavorite gathering
•pot of students at Colgate University is the
Campus Store because it is a cheerful place—
lull of friendly collegiate atmosphere. And
when the gang gathers around, ice-cold
Coca-Cola gets the call. For here, as in college
haunts everywhere—Coke belongs.
somro UNoa Aumosnv o» mi

ANTI-HIST, 50 tablet.

89c

INHISTON, 36 tablets

98c

KRIPTIN, 10 tablets

29c

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store

NEOHETRAMINE, 25 tablets

89c

121 No. Main St.

ANTAMINE, 12 tablets

39c

ANAHIST, 40 tablets
RESISTAB, 36 tablet*

99c
95c

Fever Thermometers
Reg. $1.25 value at a new low price!
Government tested and approved for
accuracy; easy to read; enclosed in
unbreakable case; fully guaranteed

98c

COCACOU COMPANY BY

L.SA1.LE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.
O !»«», TW C«o-Col.

Just arrived! A complete collection of lovely gifts fashioned just for Sweetheart's
Day. There are bracelets,
pins, lockets, compacts — all
with your own school seal to
make them doubly cherished.
Come in and make your
selection today!

DeLuxe Thermometer

1.69

CAINS
MARCELLE
POTATO CHIPS

JUST TO LET YOU KNOW OF SOME OF THE
SERVICES WE HAVE TO OFFER YOU
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SAME DAY SERVICE IF NECESSARY
FREE MOTHPROOFING WITH CLEANING
EXPERT WEAVING SERVICE
FUR CLEANING AND STORAGE
DYEING
FASTER SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICE
WATERPROOFING
PICKUP SERVICE

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 N. Main

Phone 14392

WE OPERATE OUR OWN CLEANING PLANT

On Second
Thought
by IACK SAYLOR

A
fn

FOOTBALL PLAYERS aren't always tough right to the core.
Don Coleman, Michigan State's star sophomore lineman, is a
good example. The 180-pound Negro was one of the nation's
lightest tackles in 1949, but gave a rugged account of himself
in each of the Spartans' games. This same Coleman, however,
is mild enough that he goes home (to Flint, Mich.) each weekend
and teaches a Sunday school class.
• * *
WHICH IS IT?
YOU MAY have noticed a decided inconsistency in the
spelling of Mr. C. Share's first name. Which is correct: Charley
or Charlie? It has appeared both ways in the NEWS. Members
of the "old school" prefer Charley. Prominent in this group is
Oscar Fraley, who wrote recently in his syndicated column about
Charley, the "Bunyan of Bowling Green."
Hamkell Cohen and I. R. McVay in their magazine "Basketball. 1950" avoid the issue by referring to the Falcon
ace as "Chuck." The BG roster lists him very coldly as
"Charles Share." Word wizards say the "ie" ending denotes the diminutive and you must admit Charlie—or Charley—or Mr. Share is far from thatll We don't know which
it is—take your choice.
* * *
OUR BG "SWAN SONG"
UNLESS SOMETHING unforeseen occurs, this writer expects
to depart from this institution come Feb. 3. The sports pages
and this column will be left in the capable hands of Chuck
Albury.
To say that we are not glad to be finishing school would
be an untruth, but many aspects of life at Bowling Green will
be missed. A great deal of pleasure has been afforded this
observer in "getting out" the NEWS each week and thanks
are due to several parties for their aid and encouragement.
Thanks go, first of all, to all the athletic teams at BG, without which there would be no NEWS sports section. Thanks go
to Athletic Director Harold Anderson and all the coaches for
their cooperation and suggestions. Thanks go to publicity director Don Cunningham for the numerous items he has made available for this column, including the name. Thanks go to the
members of the NEWS staff for their help, and last, but certainly
not least, to the readers, be they few or many, who have put up
with us for these 16 issues.
The NEWS won't be lacking for a column of comment and
similar sports chatter for editor-apparent Albury will occupy
the same space with his "Sidelining" feature. We won't say
"Farewell to Sport," as did Paul Gallico, since we will be in the
same field with another publication, nor will we say "Farewell,
to Bowling Green Sport" as we will be watching with much inter-1
est the fortunes of the Falcons In all sports. We simply will end i
by wishing all the teams the best of luck.
A BARTLETTGRAM—

CIAZEI

Tom Bartlett Says:

BARGAIN HOURS
Mon., Tues.
Wed., Frl.
5:15-6:15
Thurs., Sat.
1:15-6:00
Sunday
1:15-2:15

40

c

Wed.,Thu. Jan. 25-26

Both teacher* and parents are confronted by an enormous challenge,
which is, the tragic driving record
of our boys and girls . . . We capnot solve the young driver problem
'. by ourselves, of course ■ . ■ But
parents and teachers acting together can be a powerful force toward its solution ■ ■ . And our help
is urgently needed . . . At a recent
National Conference on Driver
Education held at Jackson Mills,
" West Virginia, the need for more
and more driving instruction in
our schools was etressed throughout and for the best reason in
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Frosh Cagers
Blow Hot, Cold
In Toledo Loop

Wednesday. January 25. 1950 '
Sports

Rasketball among the fledgling-s
at Bowling* Green takes a rest for
finat 'urns this week, temporarily
winding up a none-too-fortunate
record to date.
Divided into two squads for entry into federation leagues, the
frosh have compiled almost opposite results in their first month of
play.
Streyer MotorV entry in Tolado's DoubU A loop lo-t a close
one to Roitford, 43-41, and were
on the short end of 58-44 tally
in the game with Toledo U. frosh I
in the preliminary of the TU-BG
contest.
Against the Giant Hamburgers
team last week, the Motors contingent recorded a 60-6O win after a
free fouling contest that had 60
personals called on the two teams.
Plantation Inns, the second
Bowling Green freshman team,
has beaten Whitehouse Motors,
Maumee Lumber, and the Anderson Elevators in the Southern
league.
Bowling Green freshmen pounded Defiance resolves and frosh last
week in the Ohio U. prelim, 67-25.
The same Defiance squad had previously beaten Toledo freshmen.
Top performers in latest games
have been stylist Herb Kostand,
who scored 20 points in It! minutes
of play against the Anderson Elevators and center Dick Williams
who meshed 16 points in the same
tilt. Both are with the Plantation
Inns.
John Bales, who tallied 15
points against Defiance and 17 over
Kossford, leads the Strayer team
along with Jim Uerbcr who made
20 points against the Giants and
Wally Server who sank 16 points
in the same game.

IM Handball Ends
Wildmen finished unbeaten, in
handball play and took the Independent
league title. Dixiecrati
.
wen Msond with s sinitlo loss.
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Quartet On Tap
Foi Grapplers;
BW Outwrestled
By JERRY HENDERSON
Rowling Green's grapplers face
u rugged schedule between semesters with Western Reserve's Redcats scheduled for Jan. 118 in
Cleveland, and Kdinboro State
Teachers for Keb. 4, at Edinboro,
Pa. Both teams are tough and
piomise to give the Kalcons a real

teat
AUGUST BROWN takes off on second leg of 440-yard freestyle
relay against powerful Michigan State tankers Saturday.

* ¥ *

Michigan State Swimmers
Leave BG Awash, 60-24
By HAROLD WASHBURN
Bowling Green's swimmers are
enjoying u 2-week breathing spell
in preparation for their next dual
meet with Wayne University of
Detroit, here, Tuesday, Feb. 28, at
8:110 p.m. Wayne K expected to
have a fairly goinl outfit but their
exact strength is not known.
Last Saturday Michigan
State's Spartans came, saw, and
conquered with rather devastating effect on the record books.
Six existing pool records were
broken and one tied, as the
Falcons were able to garner only
one victory and one tie out of
the nine events.
All of the Falcon mermen exceeded their previous best performances i» mi effort to upset the
Spartans, one of the nation's best,
but it wasn't enough.
Harry Shearer splashed to
victory in the 100-yard free
style event in :S5.2. Shearer's
best performance, however, was
in the 200-yard free style, when
he finished in a dead heat with
MSC's Dave Hoffman.
The
time, 2:16.4, tied the pool record, set by former MSC ace
George Hoogerhyde in 1948.
J. Quigley. D. Qulgley. and (Hen
Omuiis established a new ItOO-yard
medley relay mark, being clocked
in 8:02.8.
Don Paton of MSC
hung up a new fiO-yard free style

the world . . . High Schoool driving
counts have consistently reduced
to below the general average the record of :2'\.l.
Harry Shoup of the Spartans
highway accident rate of youngsters who have been graduated chopped 8.2 second off the 150from them . . . Such courses have yard back stroke record, churntime and time again cut our youth- ing the distance in 1:37.9
ful highway slaughter in half . . .
Yet the National Safety Council
EARL OFFICE
reports a small percentage of our
SUPPLY CO.
schools have behind-the-wheel driv115 W. Oak
Phone 4061
ing courses . . . Tbis is where
teachers and parents can help . . .
(Formerly Kcon-O-Print Co.)
We can explore ways and means
See us for Typewriter
to make more driving courses
Seles end Service
possible and lay the need for them
before our school boards . . . For
information on LUMBERMENS
MO Charles E. Bartlett, 215 Manville Ave.. Bowling Green.

Glen Omans roared through the
200-yard breast stroke event in
2:26, shattering the best previous time in the local pool by
13 seconds!
Dave Hoffman eclipsed tin- old
440-yard free style record being
timed in 4:58.8.
The 400-yard free style relay
also t<»ok a beating at the hands of
the talented invaders. The Michigan State quartet Of Verity. Schu
macher. J. Qulgley, and Cull
sprinted to the finish line in 8:36.3.
10Mi seconds under the old pool
murk.

Returning home on Feb. 8,
Bowling Green is host to a Findlay team which it drubbed in its
first encounter, 27-5, taking
everything but one match, which
the Bee Gee matman had to
forfeit, due to overweight.
On Feb. 11, the wrestlers face
a rough Wnynesburg team, then
go on the mad Feb. 18, when they
face one of the nation's best outtits nt Kent State.
Last time out, the Falcon
team soundly defeated BaldwinWallace, 25-3, with Nelson
Campbell, the lone scorer for
B-VV, beating John Plas in the
165 pound division. The BeeGees took five decisions and two
falls.
Winners in the Baldwin-Wallace meet for Bowling (Ireon were
Jack Morniitsu, 121 { Dave Seiler,
128; John Wagner, 136| Dick Logan, 146; Herb Wyundt, 155; Kay
Klorian, 175; and Hart llursh,

heavyweight

Sp&Ui 9n £Uo»U
By DELORES OBORNE
| un. Boo 0M won 60-40. The local
Splashers Club (women1* swim-j "omen copped seven out of eight
mlng team) traveled to Delaware, firsts and all but one second in the
lail Saturday! 1° participate in a meet,, The team consists of Nancy
<lii.il swim meet With Ohio Wosloy- Kuinpurt, Jerry Meixner, Jo
Wickes, Dottie Mel.ean, and Snllie
Buck. The Splashers record so far
SHE Bowlers Pace
this year is three wins to one loss.
Fraternity Leaguers
Women'* intramural basket.Sigma Alpha KpsiIon's fceglers, ball play is progressing with
led by Merlin A pel and Ross Shaw- three league winners playing off
aker, ended the first semester with to determine the university
a 7-point lead in the fraternity champion. The competing
bowling race. The SAK's have teams. Kappa Delta, Shatiel
won .'M out of ,'tfi games to lead Hall, and the Kohl Kids, will
second place .Sigma Nu by o games. play off Jan. 23-27 at 4 p.m.
Delta Tail Delta leads in the
Women's Howling Club has been
highest game total with 953, with
SAE close behind, their best effort invited to Ohio State on Saturduy,
being 940. Sigma Nu and Gamma Feb. 1H, to compete against the folThcta Nu have both broken into lowing schools in a bowling tournathe charmed "1>00" circle with ment : Baldwin-Wallace, Denison.
marks of !»!.(» nind 905 respectively. eidelberg, Marietta, Miami, Ohio
Wesleyan, University of Dayton,
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Lila Miller holds first place.
Second and third places are tied.
Schedule for Physical Education
Take your car to your Class Tournament:
Feb.
U 4 p.m. .1 mi lorn VM. Senior*
1
«■.

dependable Hudson

D

7

i;i 4

dealer

OPPORTUNITY CLUB
MEETS 2 DAYS

Kri'Hhii.rii

VH.

Sonhoinon "

Hopnomorei n. seniors
Krenliuirn \* Juniors
HopbomorM VM. Juniors
I'M -ilium VH. Seniors

Big Wheel
With Mickey Rooney

Fri., Sat.

Jan. 27-28

WALT DISNEY'S

Ichabod and
Mr. Toad
Plus

Holiday In
Havana
Sun., Tue. Jan. 29-31

HAVE EM C/&w,e*6 OFTEN

The Big Musical Hit!
In Technicolor

SUITS cleaned our way . . . regularly . . . wear

ON THE TOWN

lots longer. You'll feel fresher, more comfortable

With Gene Kelly and
Frank Sinatra

too.. .more confident. . . and better able to
get (or keep) chat job ... or that girl!
OUR TRUCK IS ON CAMPUS 4

COMING SOON!
BATTLE GROUND
MALAYA
THE HASTY HEART
TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH

TIMES DAILY

THE CAMPUS MENS SHOP
But...
ON THE SQUARE

THERE'S AN "A" IN YOUR FUTURE
if '/OU prepore HOW with thm

tOUEGE OUTIIHE SERIES

KIGER DRUG

BG Cagers Fly West For First Pacific Coast Invasion
B, CHUCK ALBURY
Bowline Green's Falcons wing
west of the Mississippi River for
the first time next week, seeking
ii trio of victories on the Pacific
coast.
Harold Anderson's band
leaves Toledo Airport the morning
of Feb. 2 and will fly by regular
scheduled airline to San Francisco
via Chicago, reaching the Golden
Gate city about 6 p.m. (P.C.T.).
San Joss State will provide
the opposition for BG in Frisco's Cow Palace on Fab. 3 and
the wostornors gave evidence
early this season that they ars
no team to be trifled with.
They opened with a win over
last year's NIT champs, San Francisco U, 43-38. Since then they
have been plagued by a succession
of injuries and ineligibilities which
is reflected In their 6-4 record.

Stu Inman, 6-3 pivotman, led the
Spartans in the point column last
season with 521 in 36 games. This
year he took right off again and
in the first 8 contests had piled up
131 for a 16.4 average. January
found last year'e frosh star, 6-6 V,
George' Clark moving up to the
varsity and, with the addition of
his much needed height, Inman has
been shifted to a forward while
Clark now holds down the pivot.
The Spartans turned in a
22-13 racord last saason and
lost only one letterman frosa
that squad. Recently they
bowed to George Pepperdine,
88-81, a team BC dsfeatod
59-41 here over the holidays.
Feb. 4 the Falcons meet St.
Mary's, also at the Cow Palace.
Joe Thurston, 6-3 center, led the

returning lettermen in scoring last
season with 315 points in 30 tilts.
Tallest man on the team will be 8-8
Ben Gibson, a sophomore.
The Galloping Gaels now
sport a record of 2 wins and 10
defeats. They lost to San Jose
State early in the season, 68-43,
and also to Pepperdine. One of
their two victories was over College of Pacific by a single point
and tha other came at the expense of the Frisco Young Men's
Independents.

Two nights later the Falcons
move down to Los Angeles for a
game with Loyola in the PanPacific Auditorium. Since BG
romped over the same team here
in December, 75-37, this should not
be too stem a test.
Bowling Green will arrive home
by air on Feb. 7 and barely have
time to catch a quick breath before
heading east to Cleveland for a crucial game with Western Kentucky.
Mindful of the drubbing the hot

* • •

• * *

band of Hilltoppers handed them
at Louisville, the Falcons will have
revenge on their minds and a
knowledge that this game must be
won if any tournament bids are to
come Bowling Green way.
Ed Diddle's boys have run up a
12-4 record thus far, two of the
losses coming on a disastrous eastern trip while big Buddy Cate was
sidelined. Like BG, the Kentuckians lost to both Long Island and
LaSalle on that jaunt and have
also taken it on the chin from Cincinnati and Louisville. Last week,
with Cate back in the lineup, the
Hilltoppers mauled Cincinnati,
84-69,Cate leading the scoring.
They downed Eastern Kentucky,

Intramurai Scores

NEWS Outdribbles KEY
In Journalistic Cage Battle
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69-61, Saturday.
Chicago Loyola comes in for a
game Feb. 11 which should'not be
taken too lightly despite their disappointing record thus far. The
Falcons turned in one of their beat
team performances in beating the
Ramblers, 63-59, in the Windy City
and, though Jack Kerris and Jerry
Nagel are gone, the invaders will
still have Ed Dawaon, Ed Earle,
Ben Bluitt, Jim Nicholl, and Ralph
Klaerich in a lineup that has been
hot and cold all season.
The Chicagoans handed Dayton's
Flyers a defeat but have lost moat
of their key games to date, including a 60-42 decision to Toledo last
Saturday.

Western Ky. Ticket
Sale Exam Week
Tickets for the Western Kentucky game in Cleveland Arena
Feb. 9 will be on sale during exam
week at the Athletic office. The
sale will continue till noon the day
of the game.
Loyola ticket! for Feb. 11
here go on sale at the ticket office Fob. 6 and will be available up to 8 p.m. Friday, Feb.
10. No student tickets will bo
sold the day of the game.
Sale of tickets for the BaldwinWallace game at Cleveland Arena
Feb. 17 will also begin Feb. 6 and
continue till noon the day of the

By CHARLIE SHARE
Coach Lee Hafkin'a Bee Gee News "Hawks" defeated
the Key's cagers, 41-35, in what proved to be a fine display of
basketball. The Key cagers led throughout the entire first
llankt'rri
Owls
half, and it looked like an upset was in the making as the Key
4.H
WHS
llaniri>v«>rs
XI
I I'M Hoila
IlupperH
players fought valiantly off the boards against the taller
SlIIIM'N
n Hi>
/.lllllllrfH
News men.
I It \ I'r.HMTi hi IIKKH
HAK
II
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The Naws' team, favored lo height ruled supreme off the backHIIIIIIII Nil
.'ii
Kaliim Slt-uiii
win by twanty points, found it
l>r
14
Tin-la
cur
boards.
Slums l'hi
lit
/CUT
difficult to hit the hoop with any
With
six
minutas
left
in
tha
degree of consistency during
gam* Smith hit the first of three
this half.
It was Kulph Blanco who opened consecutive field goals putting
Jack
the scoring with a field goal from th* News ahead 31-28.
underneath, and went on to score Saylor's two long sets combined
the Key's lirst seven points. When with Baileys' rebounding and
* O
the News cagers concentrated on
W
" a***-.as
stopping diminuitivc Blanco, Dave Smith's shooting enabled the
Rcichert and Al Libbe took up -the News to maintain their lata lead
slack and combined to produce and go on to win 41-38.
twelve more points.
Bob Smith led the scoring with
A FLYING Stan Weber drives in for a shot in last week's 74-84
Bob Smith, sparkplug of the 23, Bailey was next with 12, and
News team, accounted for nine
the Key's Carl Lindquist was the win over Ohio U. Dave Leightenheimer trice vainly to block the
of his team's fifteen points dur•hot while BG's Bob Groan (loft) and Ohio's Jack Belts stand by to
H/GHTL YATS/Gh-OFF
ing the first half. The Key en- only other player to hit double fig- rebound.
ures with 10. A contributing facjoyed a 20-18 lead at half time.
It was a closely-contested second tor to the News victory was the
half with Dick Bailey scoring first aggressive floor play of "Easy"
for the News with a tip-in. The Bill Day.
News' height advantage and the
This game, capably officiated by
sharpshooting of Bob Smith in this Falcon cagers Eli Joyce and Clarhalf ultimately defeated the Key.
As the game grew older the Key's ence Yackey, could easily be develbaskcteers grew more tired and oped into an annual affair.

WSPD-TV
OS TEL fV/S/OS

At HUNTER and Colleges

and Universities throughout

1000 and ONE
TASTY, DELICIOUS FOODS
For Lunches, Midnight Snacks, Cocktail
Parties and just plain every day eating.
Largest selection of imported and domestic quality food
In any store between New York and Chicago. All moderately
priced.

Kosher Meats and Breads
Amaxing selection of imported and domestic beverages
of all kinds. Served cold.

Caterers to Picnic, Fraternities, Sororities
and Private Parties
PUNCHES OF ALL KINDS A SPECIALTY
Delivery Service
Open every day 10:00 a.m. to 12 p.m.

PHONE 12791

BEE GEE DELICATESSEN AND
CARRYCOT
118 West Merry Avenae

HEY GANG!

Do You Realize what super

service is available to you at HAMBLIN'S
and we are located just off the campus:
ir Pressing while you wait

daily from 8 to 5—Sat. 8 to 12
■k Same day cleaning service
cleaning in by 10 a.m. may be had
by 5 p.m.—by request
•k Free delivery service anywhere in Bowling Green
ir Repair work and alterations

(all minor repairs free)
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

HAMBLIN CLEANERS
524 E. Wooster

Phone 14673

the country CHESTERFIELD is

